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Abstract 
In 1946 Titchmarsh [4] introduced the integral transformation 
f0 °° g(Q = ReJi~(x)f(x)dx, 
which depends on the index of a Bessel function, in connection with a continuous spectral Bessel function expansion in 
Sturm-Liouville boundary value problems. Here, we generalize this transformation by using the composition properties 
and a relationship with the Kontorovich-Lebedev and the Mellin-type transformations, and we give a variety of index 
transformations with a linear combination depending on a parameter of real and imaginary parts of a Bessel function. As 
it is shown the inversion formula consists of the integral over the index of a Lommel function. 
Keywords." The Titchmarsh transform; the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform; the Mellin transform; Bessel functions; 
Lommel functions 
AMS classification: primary 44A15; 44A20 
I. Introduction and statement of results 
Let # ~< 1 be a parameter, f be a function defined on the positive half-axis ~+ and consider the 
following integral transformation: 
9(z ) - -  f0~[  ~,Re J~(y)  c°s0t#/2)  . . . .  ] 
cos t~ZlZ) ~ i m a i ,  ty)] f (y )dy ,  (1.1) 
where zE•+ and we denote as usual by ReJiT(y) and ImJiT(y) the real and imaginary parts of  
the Bessel function J/~(y) [1]. I f  we put /~ = 1 we immediately obtain the integral transformation 
introduced by Titchmarsh ([4, p. 83]; see also [1, p. 75]) as an example of  a continuous pectral 
expansion by Bessel functions in the theory of  a Sturm-Liouvil le differential operator of  second order. 
As we will show below, the integral transform (1.1) belongs to the class of  integral transformations 
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by index of the Kontorovich-Lebedev type studied by the author in [5, 6]. This means that the 
transform (1.1) has a relationship with the Kontorovich-Lebedev transforms pair 
/? 9(z) = KiT(x)f(x) dx, (1.2) 
f(x) = ~ z sinh(~z)Ki,(x)o(z) dz, (1.3) 
where Ki~(x) is the Macdonald function [1] which can be defined, e.g., by the following contour 
integral of the product of Euler gamma-functions: 
1 f'+ic'~2S-'F(s~ir ) ( s2 i r )  
gi~(x)= 4%i Jr-ioo - -  F i x-Sds. (1.4) 
The Macdonald function Ki~(x) can also be represented by the Fourier integral [6] 
1 fi6+°¢ e-X c°sh #ei~/~ dfl, x>0,  zE•,  (1.5) 1, : i , (x)  = 
where we may choose an arbitrary parameter 6 from the interval [0, 7c/2). This gives us the uniform 
estimate [6] 
IK~(x)l ~< e-Zl~lK0(xcos~), (1.6) 
where Ko(x) is the Macdonald function of index zero. 
The main goal of this paper is to invert he transformation (1.1) when f E Lv.p(R+) and its Mellin 
transform [3] 
f*(s) = f(x)x s-I dx (1.7) 
is in the space Lv,p(R+). As usual, we denote by Lp(~;~o), (p~> 1) the weighted Lp-space normed 
by 
Ilf,Ip,~= ( f o)(x)[f(x)f dx) '/p. (1.8) 
For co = 1, we mean the usual space Lp(f2). When 12 = ~+ and e)(x)=x ~p-1, (vE R), we denote this 
space by L~,p(~+) (see, e.g. [6]). 
We will prove that under an appropriate interpretation of the convergence of the integral the 
inversion formula of the transformation (1.1) will be as follows: 
2-~ f0~ F (1 - /~+iz )  2 f(x)-- --rt2x z sinh(rcOSu, i~(x ) 2 9(z) dr, (1.9) 
where SuaT(x ) is a Lommel function [1]. This function, as well as the Lommel function su.~(x ), are 
particular solutions of the inhomogeneous Bessel differential equation 
2 d2(.o -]- xd~- _"31- (X 2 -- V2)O) =X #+1. (1.10) x 
(.IX 
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These functions are connected by the identity ([1, p. 40]) 
S~,v(x) = st~,v(x ) + 2 t~-I/"((/2 - v q- 1)/2)F((/~ + v + 1)/2) 
sin(w) 
x [cos((~- v)~ cos( (~ +v)~ )'} ) J -v(x)-  Jr(x)]. (1.11) 
In particular, if we let p = l ,  v -- iz we obtain 
~T 
S,,i~(x ) = Sl,i~(x ) + sinh(rcz) Re J/~(x). (1.12) 
The following integral representations of Lommel functions will be useful below (see [1, 
pp. 84-85]; [6]) 
/: SI,iT(X) =X e -x  s i~  `  cosh t cos(zt) dt, (1.13) 
/: S0,u(x) = e-XSinhtcos(zt)dt, (1.14) 
/: zSo, i~(x)=x e-XSi~t coshtsin(zt)dt, (1.15) 
1 ~+iz2 S,,,-~(x)=(2x)l+"f0 x2+yE.Ki~(y)dy. (1.16) 
Now let us obtain the Mellin transform formula like (1.7) of the whole kernel in the integral (1.1). 
Indeed from the Mellin transform formula [1] for the Bessel function 
~o~Ji,(x)xS-ldx=2 s-1 0<Res< 3, (1.17) F((s + iz)/2) r(1 + (i-c - s)/2)' 
the reflection formula for the Euler gamma-function 
g 
r ( s ) r (1  - s ) -  - -  (1.18) 
sin(ns) 
and elementary trigonometric formulas we have 
1 _v.L °° + iz)/2)F((s_ s/2)- iz)/2) Re J,-~(x)x s-1 dx = 2 s-I F((SF(s/2)F( 1 (1.19) cosh(n-r/2) 
In the same manner for the function ImJ,-~(x) we deduce the Mellin transform formula 
_ 1 fo~ 
sinh(rcz/2) J0 Im J~(x)x ' - '  dx = 2 s-1F((SF(( 1 ++iz)/2)F((ss)/2)F(( 1 -- iz )/2 )/  ) (1.20) 
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Therefore, for the whole kernel in (1.1) we obtain the chain of equalities 
f0°°[ ~ ReJ~(x) ~ ,c°s (~ i t /2 )  . . . .  ]x~_ , dx cos (n'rl ) ~.._.,..~,_ lmai~x) 
=2S_~F (s ~i____!~)F (s ~2 i____f) [ sin(rtit/2) + cos(tilt/2) ] 
-s/2) r((1 + s )12) r ( (1  - s)/2)j 
=2S~aF(s~i-----~Z) F(s~2i- - -~)cos(2(#-s))  , 
which leads us to the desired result. 
(1.21) 
2. Proof of the inversion formula (1.9) 
Let 1 < p <2, Res = v in the formula (1.21) such that 0 < v < 1 - p-1 = q-1. Then when Is I ~ 
for each zE~+ the right-hand side of the last equality in (1.21) is equal to O(Is[~-l). Therefore, 
under these conditions on the parameters it belongs to Lp(v - icx~, v+ ic~). If in addition we assume 
that fELl_~,p(~+) then via Theorem 87 in [3] we arrive at the following representation f the 
transform (1.1): 
1 Iv+i°° 2s__l/. (S ~/~) (~)  (2(1 t S))f:¢(1 s)ds, ) 9(z) = ~ ~v-ioo F cos - - (2.1 
where f *  means the Mellin transform (1.7). Denoting by 
1 fl-v-+-i°° (2 )  
~l(x)=2--~al_v_io ° sin (It+s) f*(s)x-Sds, (2.2) 
we suppose that f *  ELq(1 -v -  i~, 1 -v  +ic~;e~lSl/2). Hence, by Theorem 86 in [3] it follows that 
~91 EL1- v,p(R+ ). Furthermore, by the Hflder inequality one can easily verify that f *  ( 1 - s) E Zq (V - -  
ic~,v + ic~) f~Ll(V - ic~,v + ioo) and consequently, via [3] that fELl_~,p(E+). 
Returning to the integral (1.4) of the Macdonald function, apply again Theorem 87 from [3] and 
we obtain the representation 
fo ° g(z) = 2 Ki~(y)~kl(y) dy, (2.3) 
which gives us the relationship between the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform (1.2) and the trans- 
form (1.1). 
Lemma 1. Under the assumptions above for all TE~+ and 3E[0,rc/2) the uniform estimate 
(2.4) 
holds. 
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Proof. Indeed by the H61der inequality from (2.3) we obtain 
(fO °° "kl/q Lg(~)l ~< 2llqJllll-v,p ]giT(y)[qy vq-1 dy) . (2.5) 
Then we apply the uniform estimate (1.6) and immediately arrive at the estimate (2.4), with 
,l q 
Cv, q, 6--2 IKo(ycosO)lqy ~q-1 dy) <o% v>0. 
Lemma 1 is therefore proved. 
For each x > 0, e >~ 0 let us construct the following regularization operator: 
2-u f0~ F (  1 i~) 2 f~(x) = --n2 x ~ sinh((n - ~)~)S~,i~(x) - #2 + g('c) d'c. (2.6) 
A formal substitution of e=0 immediately gives the inversion formula (1.9) of the transforma- 
tion (1.1). 
Theorem 1. Let 1 < p<2,  #< 1, max{#,0} <v< min{l+/~,q-1}, q-~ = 1 -p - I  and fEL~_v,p(R+). 
I f  the Mellin transform f*  of the function f belongs to the weighted space Lq( 1 - v - i~ ,  1 - v + 
ioe; e ~lsl/2) then 
lim f~(x) = f(x), (2.7) t:---+0 
where the limit is taken in the norm of the space Ll-v,p(~+). Furthermore, the convergence is also 
pointwise for all x > O. 
Proof. It is not difficult to verify by the H61der inequality the absolute and uniform convergence of
the inverse Mellin transform integral 
1 [l-v+ioo 
f (x )= ~ i  Jl-~-i~ f*(s)x-Sds (2.8) 
under the condition f *  C Lq(1- v-ioc, 1-  v+ie~; e~qSl/2). Therefore, the original function f possesses 
not only L~,p-properties but is also at least continuous, and one may consider the convergence in
(2.7) for all x>0. 
We recall the integral (1.16), which evidently converges (from the asymptotic properties of the 
Macdonald function [1]) for each x>0 when #<1. We substitute it into (2.6) and use (2.3) to 
arrive at the following iterated integral: 
4x~ fo~ fo~ Y-~ K ,  , d f~  f~(x)=-- - ~sinh((n-~)'c) ~-7--~ i~tY) Y l  Ki~(u)Ol(u)dud~. (2.9) 
x ~y Jo 
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Hence, one may change the order of integration in (2.9) according to the inequality (1.6), Lemma 1 
and the estimate 
/0 /0 y /0 z sinh((x - e)z)dz x 2 + y2 [Ki~(y)[ dy [giz(U)~l(U)[ du 
fo ~ fo °~ Y -y iKO(ycos6 , )dy<~.  ~< CIl~, II,-v,p re ~-~-~'-~2' dr x2 + 
The integral over z is finite because for each e >0 there exist 6~ E [0, x/2), i = 1,2 such that r~- e -  
61 -62  <0. Then calculating in (2.9) the integral over r by the formula in ([6, p. 43]) 
fo ° dr - xuy sin e Kl(v/u 2 + y2  _ 2uy cos e) 10 sinh((~ )r )K,,(u )K,(y ) (2. ) r 
2 v/u2 + y2 _ 2uy cos e ' 
where Kl(Z) is the Macdonald function of the index 1, we deduce 
f~(x)_2xl, sin e~0oof0oo yl-U Kl(v/u2+y2_2uycoSe)u~l(U)dudy" (2.11) 
X X 2 + y2 ~/U 2 + y2 _ 2uy cos e 
We may now change the variable y-~xt in (2.11 ) and rewrite it as follows: 
f~(x) -2s in~ f0°° f0°~- -  tl-/~ Kl(v/(Xt)2+u2-2xtuc°SQu~bl(U)dudt. (2.12) 
x 1 + t 2 v/(xt) 2 + u 2 - 2xtu cos e 
Let us show that for all x > O, under the conditions of the theorem, the following equality is true: 
f (x )  -~ 2 fo °° t[-V~l(Xt)l +t  2 dr. (2.13) 
Indeed, by the definition (2.2) of the function ~bl we may substitute it into (2.13) and change the 
order of integration. Using then the elementary integral 
fo ° x s-1 1 X 
1 + x - - - -5  dx - 2 sin(xs/2)' 
we obtain 
2fo°°tl-Plfil(Xt) d t l f  1-v+i°c 1 . (~  ) 
1 +t  2 ~xidl-v-io~ sin(rf f2-- -p-s)/2) sm ~(V+s)  f * (s )x -~ds=f(x ) .  
(2.14) 
Denoting by 
sin_ee foo Kl(x/x2 . . . . . . . .  + U 2 __ 2xucoSe)u~l(U)du ' 
~l,c(x) (2.15) 
J0 , /x2 + u2 _ 2xu cose  
from the equality (2.12), by taking into account he relation (2.13), we have 
f (x)  - f~(x) = 2 foo ~91(xt) - ¢l,~(xt) tl_ u dt (2.16) 
1 +t  2 do 
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Our goal now is to show that the norm of the difference Ilf - f~[ll-v,p tends to zero, when e ~ 0, 
i.e., the limit equality (2.7) holds. For this we make use the generalized Minkowski inequality (see, 
e.g. [6]) and we obtain from (2.16) 
[If - f~[.[1-v,p ~ 2 f0 °~ [[~l(Xt) -1 ~ll,~(Xt)[[1-v,p+t 2 tl_ u dt 
fO °° t v-p = l lq ,  l - q,,,elll-~,p 1 + t 2 dt, (2.17) 
and the integral over t is convergent since #<v< 1 + #. To estimate the norm [151 -~b~,,[]l_~,p we 
first treat the integral (2.15). We change variables u=x(cose  + t sine) and arrive at the following 
equality: 
1 f?  R(x,t,e) ~kl,~(x)--~ oo ~- i -~ ~bl(X(COSe+tsine))(cose+tsine)dt, (2.18) 
where we denoted by R(x, t, ~) the following function: 
xsing(t  + 1)l/2Kl(xsine(t 2 + 1)1/2), t /> - cote, 
R(x, t, e) = 0, t < - cot e. (2.19) 
One can easily verify from the inequality 
/0 /o xKI(X)=X e-XC°ShYcoshydy <~ e-xsinhyd(xsinhy)= 1, x>.O, 
that the function R(x,t,e) is uniformly bounded as a function of  three variables. In addition, we 
observe the limit equality 
lim R(x, t, e) = 1. (2.20) 
e----~O+ 
Hence, via the generalized Minkowski inequality we obtain 
1 F II~l,elll-v,p ~< - IIR(x,t,e)qJ~(x(cose + tsine)),,l_v,p 
+ t sine) 
cote 1 + t 2 dt 
.< ciiq, llll_~,~ f_ "~ (1 + [t l f  d t<o~,  (2.21) 1 +t  2 
where C > 0 is an absolute constant, which does not depend on e and v satisfies the condition of  
the theorem (which means that v always belongs to the interval (0, 1 )). Hence, we may estimate the 
norm of the difference ~bl - ~kl,~ as follows: 
1 
~ dt 1--v p [l~bl -- ~bl,,lll-~,p -- rC [~bl(X) -- R(x,t,e)~bl(X(COSe + tsine))(cose + t sin e)] 1---~- ~ 
1/? 
<<- ~ 1[ qsl(x)- R(x't'e)~l(x(c°se + tsine)) 
00 
dt 
- -  - -~ 0 ,  e - -~ O, × (cost  + t sin e)lll_~,p 1 + t 2 
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via (2.20), (2.21) and according to Lebesgue's theorem of the limit passage under the sign of the 
integral. The convergence for all x>0 in (2.16) follows by using in addition the H61der inequality 
in the estimate 
' f (x)  - f~(x)l <<" 2 fo °° 'ol(xt) - + t 2 fl-" dt <<. 2 ( fo "°~ 
~x~ x l/p 
X( f  ° t(l-v)P-l[~bl(Xt) -- IPl:(Xt)' pat)  
where C,.,,q is a positive constant depending on/~, v,q. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
t(v-~+l)q-l(1  t2) q dt) 1/q 
=C,:,qXV-'llOl - (2.22) 
[] 
3. Examples 
In this final section we consider two examples of the transformation (1.1), which correspond to 
two different values of the parameter p. As it follows from the results of previous ection, Theorem 1 
is true for p < 1. However, if we slightly change the regularization operator (2.6) we may achieve the 
desired case/~ = 1 as well. Finally, we obtain the following Titchmarsh pair of index transformations 
/0 1 ReJ, f fx ) f (x )  dx, (3.1) g(z) = cosh(xz/2) 
f (x )  = lim (2x)~-1 f0~ F (e ~--~/z) 2 ~o rc 2 z sinh((rt - e)z)Sl_~,i~(x) g(z) dz, (3.2) 
and in the same manner one can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let l<p<2,  0<v<q -1. I f  the Mellin transform f*  of the function f belongs to 
the weighted space Lq(1 - v - ice, 1 - v + ice; e ~lsl/2) then the inversion formula (3.2) is true, where 
the limit is taken over the norm of the space Ll-v,p(~+). In addition, the convergence is pointwise 
for every x > O. 
Let us consider in more detail the case ~ = 0. Formally, from the general formulae (1.1) and 
(1.9) and the substitution qffz)---g(z)sinh(xz/2) we arrive at two types of expansions of arbitrary 
functions q~ and f ,  namely, 
/0 2 ImJi~(x) ySo, iy(X)qg(y)dy, z>O, (3.3) ~o(~) = rt 
/o /o f (x ) - -  2 ZSo i~(x) dz ImJ i~(y)f(y)dy, x>0.  (3.4) 7Xlf 
For the expansion (3.4) one can easily formulate an analog of Theorem 1. Let us prove the validity 
of the expansion (3.3) under some conditions on the function q~. As usual, we denote the sine-Fourier 
transform by the following integral: 
d/0 [Gqq(x) = ~o(y) sin(xy) dy. (3.5) 
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Theorem 3. Let g ELI(•+) and the sine-Fourier transform [F~g] cLl(R+; coshx /~) .  Then for 
all z E N+ the expansion (3.3) is true. 
Proof. Since gEL1(~+) and appealing to the formulas (1.15), (3.5) we may represent the inner 
integral in (3.3) as follows: 
/0 /0 1 ySo,~y(x)go(y) dy = go(y) dy f (x )  = x 
jo x e-X si,h, cosh t sin(yt) dt = e-X sinht cosh t[F~go](t) dt. (3.6) 
The change of the order of integration in (3.6) is motivated by Fubini's theorem because of the 
estimate 
[g(y)l dy e-XSi~' cosh t dt < oo, x>0.  (3.7) 
Hence, substitute in (3.3) the obtained representation (3.6) of the inner integral in (3.3) use the 
1 and estimate the following iterated integral: inequality ~/xl&(x)l < C, x t> 0, Re v > - 
IIm J~(x)l dx e -x~inh' cosh t][F~go](t)[ dt 
C~ f0 ~ -~si.ht dx e -~f  cosht[[F~go](t)ldt 
---- x/~C~ f0 °~ cosh t ~ I[Fsgo](t)[ dt <c~. (3.8) 
Here C~ is some positive constant depending on z. We may change therefore, the order of integration 
in the iterated integral 
/0 - Im J/~(x) dx e -x  sinh t cosh t[Fsgo](t) dt 
and by using the formula [1] 
f0 ~ dx sin(zlog(p + x/p 2 + 1)) ImJi~(x)e -px v/p 2 + 1 , p>~0, zE~+ (3.9) 
we arrive at the inverse sine-Fourier transform of the function [F~go] namely, 
/0 - cosht[F~go](t)dt e-xsinhtImJi~(x)dx= sin(tz)[F~go](t)dt. (3.10) 
However, as it is not difficult to see from the condition of the theorem, [F~go]ELI(~+). This is 
because the space L l (~+;coshx /~)  is a subspace of LI(R+). This shows that the integral in 
the formula (3.10) is finite and we immediately obtain that it is equal to go(z). So we have completed 
the proof. 
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Let us consider the class of functions of complex variable qffz) which are representable in the 
sine-Fourier integral of type 
~o(z) = O(t)sin(tz)dt, (3.11) 
where A > 1 is a constant and O(t)EL2(1/A,A). As we can see, q~(z) is an odd function. According 
to the Paley-Wiener theorem ~o(z) belongs to the class of entire functions of exponential type ~< A, 
i.e., if for any e>0 there is a constant B=B~ such that for any z 
[g(z)l ~< Be (A+')H. (3.12) 
Theorem 4. Functions representable in the form (3.11 ) can be expanded by means of the inteoral 
(3.3) for z = ~E R+. 
Proof. Indeed, similar to (3.6) and by using the inverse sine-Fourier transform in (1.15) to calculate 
the integral, which appears after changing the order of integration, we obtain 
f(x) = x ySo, iy(X)~o(y) dy ySo,~y(X) dy 0(t) sin(ty) dt 
=~LO(t)e-XSi"htcoshtdt. (3.13) 
Since tpELz(1/A,A) we have by Schwarz's inequality 
/t 0 ( f l ;  e -2xsinht cosh2tdt)l/2<~CAe-Xsinh(l/A) , (3.14) If(x)[ ~<  vzll 
where CA > 0 is a constant depending on A. Now, it is clear that the outes integral in (3.3) of the 
function f exists. Hence, substituting in (3.3) the right-hand side of the last equality in (3.13), we 
obtain 
/0 / ii 2 Im Ji,(x)f(x) dx = - Im J/~(x) dx O(t)e-X sinht cosh t dt. (3.15) 7~ 
One can change the order of integration in (3.15) and apply the formula (3.9). As a result via (3.11) 
we get q~(z), i.e., the expansion (3.3) is true. Theorem 4 is thus proved. 
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